History

Computing

The Anglo Saxons

THE ANGLO SAXONS
1. Place Anglo Saxon times on a timeline of UK hisotry
2. Appreciate that we can use a variety of sources
when researching the Anglo Saxons
3. Understand the key features of an Anglo Saxon settlement
4. Investigation of the significance of the Anglo Saxon
settlement Sutton Hoo
5. Investigate the roles of Anglo Saxon men and
women

BLOGGING

Year 5 Autumn Term
Topic overview

1. Understanding of the need to be e-safe when using
computers and the internet
2. Understanding the ways we are able to share information over the internet
3. Investigating blogs—understanding how blogs work

Geography
SETTLEMENTS
1. Understand what a settlement is /relate to towns and
villages in UK

4. Creation of a blog
5. Responding with comments to a blog item

2. Use maps to identify Anglo Saxon settlements
Science
LIVING THINGS/EARTH AND SPACE
1. Understand the life cycle of plants

Physical Education
3. Identify geographical reasons for Anglo Saxon settlements—access to water, good farm land
4. Understand longitude and latitude

2. Investigate the conditions needed for good plant
growth
Art

5. Investigate the phases of the moon and how shadows are formed

SCULPTURE

3. Using skills within dodge ball focus; playing and
evaluating games and tactics
4. Developing athletic skills (sports hall athletics)

1. Recognise sculpture as a 3D art form;
5. Setting and improving on personal goals
2. Study the work of a local artist, Barbara Hepworth

Design and Technology

Languages
3. Investigate materials for sculptures ; sketch and design a
sculpture

To follow next term

1. Development of throwing and catching skills, focusing on movement to /from targets
2. Development of understanding of key rules of invasion games and development of tactical play

3.Appreciate the life and work of a key naturalist

4. Name and order planet s in our solar system; understand their relative sizes

INVASION GAMES AND ATHLETICS

4. Make the sculpture focusing on skills and safe use of
tools. Evaluate the sculpture and suggest improvements

SPANISH
1. Be able to count to 20, name the months of the year,
colours and parts of the body
2. Be able to ask and answer questions using the vocabulary learned

RE
ISLAM

1. Understand the significance of the mosque
within Islam
2. Explore Islamic art and appreciate its place
within the Islam
2. Relate lessons learned to our own lives

3. Use the lessons learned to make contributions
to improving our community

Building a Foundation for
Lifelong Learning

Performing Arts

1 Develop an enjoyment and love of theatre
2. Improve confidence and spoken language skills through
mini performances

3. Learn new Christmas songs and develop performance
skills though singing

Building a Foundation for
Lifelong Learning

